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ST. LOUIS, PYRAMIDOLOGY ’77 
Moving the Energies Around
This Conference will be long remembered by Pyramid Buffs from the U.S. 

and Canada who gathered for a most meaningful February 20th Weekend in 
the Spanish Pavillion of the Breckenridge Hotel. Featured Speakers, research- 
ers, manufacturers, distributors and interested guests unselfishly entered into a 
quality of sharing of new knowledge and wisdom seldom seen in a congress of 
searchers anywhere. Many complained of sleepless nights due to the energy 
high created by the unique pyramid conclave. One experimenter made the 
comment: “Why sleep when there’s so much good learning floating around? 
One might miss something..

IN SEARCH OF THE HIDDEN CHAMBER
According to Jos. A. Seiss’ perceptions in 1877, a superior chamber may. 

exist, called the 'Celestial City.’ “This sabbatic chamber should be on the 25th 
course of masonry,” he writes. “In addition, a granite chamber may be found 
on the 50th. A third conceivably lies on the hundredth course to balance the 
gemantria, corresponding to the Biblical third heaven. The book of Consuma- 
tions Apocalypse aludes to such a chamber."

“The seven churches under the seven stars are found in the Grand Gal
lery,” Seiss goes on. “The judgement dispensation in the anteroom leads to 
the granite chamber, and the great tribulation in the granite blocks hangs 
over the passageway through that anteroom.” Thus, if Seiss is correct there

E. Raymond Capt, M.A., A. A. of Thousand Oaks, California, broadly 
outlined the true aspects of the little known or understood Science of Pyrami- 
dology, dealing less with pyramid energy, but rather understood as a mathe- 
matical, astronomical (astrological), geophysical and Biblical (prophetic) 
approach to understanding the Great Pyramid’s ancient, implied significance. 
Neither is Pyramidology to be confused with Egyptology, the archeological 
study of the great wonder. Egyptologists in most cases are diametrically 
opposed to, or refute the findings of Pyramidologists. Capt, a master of stone- 
block inner chamber and passageway measurements, presented a lucid and 
convincing case for the Great Pyramid’s value as a monumental, time track- / 
ing, cosmic library in stone. /

Dr. Ralph Sierra of Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico, added new understanding • 
to the behavior of magnetic energies as they relate to the pyramid and the fast / 
developing Science of bio-magnetics. The power of magnets to align subtle, / 
but powerful energies in matter, to achieve a harmonious result became readi- ■' 
ly apparent as Dr. Sierra gave an impressive demonstration with instruments 
and slides. Magnetic emanations in pyramid replicas are some of the most e 
easily detected forces among myriad energies abounding in the form. For this 
reason, Dr. Sierra provided an added and important dimension to the Pyra- j 
mid Conference. \

Les Brown, pyramid greenhouse user, horticulturist and author, of Ban- \ 
croft, Canada, proved an abundant source of experimental information. \ 
Among the highlights of his lecture slide presentation were: \

1. "High storm winds striking the sloping sides of my 30 foot-high pyramid, \ 
plant growing structure actually pressed the greenhouse base more snugly \ 
to the ground rather than blowing it over due to the forms harmony with 
natural flows from outside.”

2. Brown says a large, enclosed pyramid couid contain up to 100 degree 
temperature variations inside, with tomatoes flourishing in the apex re
gion and mushrooms growing in a cool, cube-shaped pit below ground 
level. Brown notes, as others have discovered, that a basement-like area 
below the pyramid corners produces a pronounced field of cold air cur-

Continued on page 5

The shading m crossed lines 
indicates red granite; the ° ’ THIRD PYRAMID.second pyramid. other portions, are yellowish-
white. lime stone.

The dotted circular line drawn to the radius of the Great
Pyramid’s vertical height, shows the squaring of the 

circle, built to the mathematical tt Proportion.

ents.
3. The Canadian said he believes Pyramid energy increases the size of grow

ing cells in the early growing stage, though the nurnber of cells is not 
increased, the plant’s size is noticeably affected. He successfully grew 
Ibs., 3]4” diameter, 21-inch long cucumbers, well above the expected 
maximum weight of 1 1b. and overall length of 14 inches. Cucumbers of 
this size usually have various air spaces inside. “My cucumbers,” he says, 
“are all flesh and seeds, are fully edible when picked at the right time/’ 
Some of Brown’s cucumbers grow together into doubles. His cabbages far 
exceed the usual 3 1b. limit, reaching 12 Ibs. or more. Slides of Brown’s 
pyramid cabbages alongside non-pyramid treated specimens resemble, in 
size, the difference between a basketball and a baseball.

A, A, A, A, The square outline and corner sockets of the Pyramid’s base.
B, B> B, Pyramid cut in half, viewed from the east, to show interior.
C, C, C, Entrance passage, pointing to what was then the pole star, Alpha 
Draconis, at its lower culmination, 2170 B.C.
D, D, First ascending passage.
E, E, E, The well, a tortuous opening down to lower end of entrance tube
F, The subterranean chamber, not finished.
G, G, G, Native rock, squared but left Standing.
H, Horizontal passage, to Queen’s Chamber.
I, Sabbatic or Queen’s Chamber.
J, Grand niche in Queen’s Chamber.
K, K, Ventilating tubes to Queen’s Chamber.
L, Grand Gallery, 28 feet high and 1882 inches long.
M, M, M, Rampstones, incisions, and vertical settings along the side of

4. Cherrybell radishes grown inside his pyramid greenhouse attain a diam
eter of 4 inches, looking more like turnips, and without a hole inside. 
This points up the pyramid’s potential in survival situations: Super plants 
produce abundant seeds for replanting, one need not run out of garden 
supplies, according to Bröwn.
Brown reels off useful tips better than most TV or radio garden commen- 

tators. His talk runs the gamut from improving the sex life of animals, retard- 
mg the ageing process, all the way to zoning spaces for various uses within the 
pyramid greenhouse. “Radio reception becomes scrambled eggs in my pyra
mid,” he went on. “Cut apples don’t turn brown or putrify. “Never compost 
inside a pyramid,” he warns.

Max Toth, New York researcher, author of the fast-selling paperback 
“Pyramid Power” and Yours truly, Pyramid Guide Editor, Bill Cox, covered 
the history of the Great Pyramid, finding and discerning pyramid and form 
energies through Dowsing respectively. Dr. Ray Brown dazzled the audience 
with his Atlantic-Pyramid Crystal and colorful commentary. Also, see Speaker 
Rocky McCollum’s article on Page 4. B * C •

Grand Gallery’s base.
N, Great step at south end of Grand Gallery.
O, Granite leaf in anteroom to King’s Chamber.
P, P, Anteroom to King’s Chamber.
Q, King’s Chamber, or chief known room.
R, Grand Coffer in King’s Chamber, fine granite, finely polished.
S, S, S, S, S, Chambers of construction above main chamber.
T, T, Ventilating tubes to Main or King’s Chamber.
U, Supposed undiscovered Chamber.
V, V, Cartouches of the two Kings, Shufu and Nem-Shufu, otherwise called
Cheops or Suphis, and Sen-Suphis or Noh-Suphis, under whose co-regency 
the Great Pyramid was built, from quary-marks painted on the stones.
W, W, Sections of next two pyramids, showing their interior openings, and the absence of 
any upward passages, which proves them to be imitations, the 
upward passages in Great Pyramid having been closed up by its builders, and 
unknown until about 1000 years ago.
X, X, Al Mamoun’s fotced passage, about A.D. 825, by which the upward 
passages and rooms were first discovered.
Y, Time-marks of the building of the Pyramid, 2170 inches back on the 
floor-lines from the beginning of the Grand Gallery.
Z, Z, Z, Z, Casing-stones, now gone, quarried off by the Muslims.
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ANCIENT EGYPTIAN MARKINGS 
FOUND IN SOUTHWEST U.S.A. 

By Thelma V. Dunlap
Pyramid Guide is inspirational — every once in a while I come upon 

something that refreshes my interest or points the way to helpful research.
Separately I am briefing my theory regarding the ancient records. I have 

been on this search for many years and marvel that any ancient records have 
been preserved to come down to us in any understandable männer. So much 
has been lost through translations, thus my interest in Symbols. The same sym
bol without translation can convey an identical idea over great time spans to 
people of different tongues. Comparative symbolism has been the key to many 
of my discoveries.

Little mention has been made of the 26 Soviet archaeological teams who 
have studied the PYRAMID OF CHEOPS... or their findings. Dr. Clarence 
Muses has published various translations of ancient Egyptian Papyrus and for 
the most part discourages the idea of any actual RECORDS having been de- 
posited anywhere. He believes the significance to be hidden in the esoteric 
meanings of Pyramids, statues, Book of the Dead, etc...plus the Cosmic 
Geometry of the Great Pyramid. In other words, he does not encourage me in 
the idea that actual records may have been deposited on the earth by the 
ancient scholars for posterity. I have reason to believe otherwise, one encour- 
aging factor being the finding of the QUMRUN SCROLLS — The Dead Sea 
Scrolls... Treasures in EarthenJars as mentioned in the Bible.

A study of universal symbolism led me to a comparison of rock writings 
and petro-glyphs. When I came upon ancient Egyptian glyphs in our own 
Southwest Desert lava canyons I was ecstatic. After I recovered from the shock 
of finding glyphs that refuted everything found in books, I knew the true his- 
tory of America had never been told. What brought the ancients here? Ex
ploration and search for metals and rare earths?

In 1958 an associate, Lloyd Voin Flowers discovered the ruins of an an
cient temple with two pillars and a frieze of Egyptian glyphs which he success- 
fully translated. It proved to be a boundary marker. Subsequently we made an 
official report that the whole of North America had been surveyed by the 
ancients, identified by their männer of surveying and the Symbols they used. 
We received no official recognition, but WHO ELSE COULD READ THEM 
except someone who had access to, and had learned to read the ancient Sym
bols. Subsequent visits to Oxford and Europe, plus access to further ancient 
records verified Lloyd's findings. Old World Symbols abundantly appear tn 
American rockwritings and cover many eras.

Through ESP I have been able to discern the location of many ancient 
relics and monuments. Among them a LAPIS LAZULI necklace with pen- 
dant, a face with four aspects. THE ANCIENT GOD HAD FOUR FACES. 
This rare necklace has the specific gravity of Lapis Lazuli but it is not blue, it 
is grey green and I have never been able to trace its origin. A noted scientist 
suggested radiation tests to trace the pattem of its migration. Could it have 
come from beyond this earth? Due to the significance of the inscriptions and 
symbolism I believe it belonged to the architect builder of the Pyramid of 
Cheops. A microscopic engraving proves the ancients had magnification. It is 
the key to the geometry of the Pyramid of Cheops, ancient astrology, astron- 
omy and COSMIC connections.

Many people believe the Great Pyramid's significance lies in its Orienta
tion and in the geometry of its construction. The esoteric Interpretation and 
application in itself is tremendous. The Dead Sea Scrolls or Qumrun Scrolls 
encourage me to believe that ancient records have been deposited in various 
places on the earth awaiting the time when man's technology and understand- 
ing permits him to recover these records. I believe that 'Light Weight Scrolls’ 
inscribed with microscopic engraving were transported by Papyrus Ship, and a 
small Aircraft alluded to infoshua as a ‘hörnet’ to the places of deposit.

I know of five places on earth where these records may have been left. 
These records will prove to contain the wisdom of the ancients. There will be 
Instruction for the utilization of natural forces and control of such forces. 
Methods for healing hitherto unknown will be described, and practices for 
regeneration and longevity will be bared. The whereabouts of these records, 
then as now, can be recognized from the air. Theory is good but the presenta- 
tion of actual evidence is better. If I have successfully discerned the sites of 
ancient deposits they should be protected by every means from vandalism. 
Therefore I have not confided their whereabouts and will only do so under a 
plan guaranteeing protection to the sites and deposits recovered. When such 
recovery is made, and I hope within my time, only then can I teil the full story.
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THE EARTH: 
‘A Living, 

Breathing Being’

Just as our bodies provide a base or Support System for microscopic life 
forms, planet earth is our home, nurturing humanity and all living crea- 
tures on, above, and below the surface. We are truly on a moving, rotating 
spaceship driven and coasting through the cosmos. The sphere of earth is 
its body, the cosmic sphere its mind.

As we are aware of sun, moonlight and other bodies in space through 
sight and our other senses, doesn’t it seem plausible that earth also sees 
them as well? It has come to me through various means — including intux- 
tion — that the anatomy of our globe, in many respects, functionally re- 
sembles the bodies of humans, animals, creatures and plant life abounding 

everywhere.
The oceans, lakes, and watersurfaces are the all-seeing eyes of our 

planet. Though we think of water as rolling and mixing into a kind of 
oneness, sheets of water can in fact maintain a form and identity, touching, 
but separate from the source in which it lives. We observe this in waves, 
eddies and currents. Thus, the tidal forces drawn up and impelled by the 
passing moon allow the world’s waterways to expand, contract, roll, and 
flex. The seas are our planet’s eyeballs, the lakes and the ponds are its 
‘little eyes,’ and the rainfall its tears. In this way our globe can look out 
into space and be aware — with its own kind of Vision — of what’s going 
on ‘out there,’ likely seeing the colors of the spheres, luminated bodies and 
other phenomena making up the cosmos. Manmade oil-slicks and similar 
ocean, lake, river, and stream pollution are ugly cataracts over the planet’s 

curving, watery lenses.
Photos taken of Terra Firma from space show a remarkable resem- 

blance between the spirals in cloud forms, and the auditory canals and 
shapes making up the human ear. Therefore, the air, winds, and other 
atmospheric forces possibly constitute our planet’s listening apparatus. 
They are a magnificent soundingboard for global, cosmic reception, and 
earth’s ever-hearing awareness of the tonal sounds of the other planets in 

our solar System: ‘Music of the Spheres.’
And how does the earth feel, touch and sense vibrations from external 

living sources? I believe it does so through the medium of all organic life, 
including humans, animals, its creatures and the vegetative film, massive 
membranes encompassing the planet. Plants, and the world’s grasses 
through photosynthesis, inhaling and exhaling, convert carbon dioxide 
into oxygen. They are closely connected to the earth’s breathing mechan
ism, joining the oceans in a wider breathing in-and-out with the changing 

seasons. Moreover, volcanoes are the planet’s nostrils and geysers are its 
pores, inhaling the cooling atmospheric airs and exhaling the heat from 
within much as humans and animals manifest respiration. The hot springs 
are the earth’s sweat glands. In this way, our globe can perceive smells 

through its own kind of olfactory System.
Since tasting depends on various rates and frequencies of vibrations, 

our world tastes things via the electrical and magnetic fields enveloping 
and penetrating its spherical surface. The rocky mountains and all min- 
eralworld outcroppings; the boulders, rocks and gravel are its taste buds. 
Where stream water pours over cobblestones, streamed gravel and sand, 
these moving waters act in the dual capacity of tasting with mother earth’s 
salivary currents while also serving as moving visual apparatus.

Beneath the surface, the arterial waterways a global network can be 
compared with the life and interconnecting veins of humans, animals, 
plants and other creatures. The trees are the world’s hair, the ores and pre- 
cious and semiprecious stones her bones and skeletal framework. Someday 
our planet may make one very great shudder. Wouldn’t we do the same if 
someone went over our skin with a pocket knife; just as we carve up the 
face of our worldly home with bulldozers, straightening her naturally 
winding waterways, building vast networks of roads and highways and de- 
stroying huge ranges of her forests?

The Great Pyramid Stands on the navel of the world, symbolized in 
the ancient texts as the Greek letters CHI-RO (Cairo), Capital of Egypt. 
Where are earth’s (acupuncture) energy meridians and her chakras? I have 
some interesting clues and will be writing about them in a future ‘Reach- 
out’ article. Thank you, mother earth, you astonishing rocketship, for let- 
ting me live on and roam over your outer shell and for not letting me fall 
off into space from your hüll and gravity-snuggling outer skin. To be sure, 
I wouldn’t dare venture to the outside of any other rocketship without han- 
dles or attached line as we hurtle through space.



THE FALCON IN THE PYRAMID

ANCIENT ROCK PYRAMID.. .discovered in the Gopher 
and Deer Spring Canyon area of San Diego County. New 
1-15 interstate excavation north of Escondido, California, 
has turned up a stone pyramid containing a falcon. Author- 
ities believe this type of monument was built in honor of, 
and marking the first anniversary following the death of 
an Indian chief. Authorities say the ‘bird pyramid' struc
ture wasn’t necessarily located over, or at the actual burial 
site. The sport of falconry can be traced back to 2000 B.C. 
in China and is often seen in the oldest ancient Egyptian 
murals. The Ra-Harakhty, a falcon-like sun god wears a 
sun disk on his head. And in each talon, the hieroglyphic 
signs for ‘Life’ and ‘Infinity.’ The Falcon found in the So. 
Calif., pyramid, suggests Southwest United States Indians 
knew the art of falconry, the age-old Sport of kings and 
nobility. Did early Asiatic travelers bring this knowledge to 
our North American Indians? And the pyramid, what does 
the falcon in the pyramid (mews) apartment bring to mind? 
‘Re’ Sun God of Heliopolis, or ‘Horus,’ Son of Isis and 
Osiris, falcon-headed God of ancient Egypt?
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EGYPTIAN QUEEN MU- 
TEMUA, AND SETH, 
BROTHER OF THE 
GOD KING OSIRIS... 
profile an aroused serpent 
(Kundalini fire) from the 
ajna center, the goal of as- 
pirants, developing along 
the Spiritual path: a sign 
of extraordinary aware- 
ness and ‘clear’ conscious- 
nessj

A THIRD EYE — MYSTICAL EYES STUDY
According to Dr. Douglas M. Baker, BA. M.R.C.S.-L.R.C.P.-F.Z.S. English physician in his 
writings, it isn’t theoretically possible for the PINEAL GLAND (made up of pineocyte and astro- 
cyte cells) to act as a nerve tissue in the human body. Yet, Dr. Baker notes that astrocyte cells 
are detected throughout the nervous System and they aren’t found in any other gland, "a Situa
tion that has given scientists quite a headache...” he adds. In his teachings Dr. Baker says: 
‘‘Although the Pineal Gland is linked with the brain, it isn’t activated by the nerve cells that 
surround it. It appears, in fact, to be activated by ‘messages’ that reach it from the eyes — mes- 
sages conveyed by the movement of the pupils rather than by rentinal images...whether it plays 
a major part in analyzing these messages still remains to be established...” THE BOY KING 
TUTANKHAMUN’S MASK...with serpent sign of rising Kundalini fire is frequently seen on 
the brow of early Egyptian Pharaohs. The frontal opening and serpent symbol suggests they 
attained advanced levels of Spiritual clairvoyance.

' IN THE MIDST OF

EGYPT.

S XIX. 19.ao,—

N ALTAR TO

EYE ABOVE THE GREAT PYRAMID... 
Students of the mysteries, fraternal Orders 
and some mystics see here the all-seeing eye 
of God depicted on the great seal, the U.S. 
dollar. Deep, symbolic meanings have been 
assigned to this logo in various ancient and 
Contemporary writings.

X-RAY PROFILE OF A HUMAN 
SKULL.. .Captures the appearance of 
third eye protrusion, sometimes argued 
by students of the occult as a pre-physi- 
cal, rather than an actual physical 
manifestation of the (brow) ajna center. 
The light of the body is in the eye; if 
therefore thine eye be single, thy whole 
body shall be full of light. MATTHEW 
6:22

UNICORN .. .The brow center, 
frontal appendage of this mythi- 
cal creature symbolized wisdom 
and IN-SIGHT. The horns of 
other animals, less strategically 
placed are more closely associ- 
ated with the physical functions 
of attack and defense, though 
deer antlers may also esoterically 
be understood as communicative 
antenna.

CYCLOPS...are usually de
picted as one-eyed giants of 
fierce countenance, and the sub
ject of many legends. The cyclo- 
pean man/woman of ancient 
times were — according to the 
older writings — mutants of an 
earlier, much less developed 
race of beings, not always brutal 
or threatening as so often de
picted in movies and fairy tales.

PINEAL AND PITUITARY GLANDS...Tiny, but powerful centers be
lieved responsible for gifts of clairvoyance, eyeless sight, auric vision, tele
pathic abilities and activators of the third eye — that remarkable organ of 
inner vision; a window to higher sense (dimension) perczption. It can see 
with laser-like precision in contrast to the expanding cone-like ränge of the 
physical eyes. These glands reportedly begin to atrophy after age seven: 
Pineal Gland (top arrow) Pituitary Gland (bottom arrow). The Brow Cen
ter, and Pituitary Gland...(found above the roof of the mouth) often func- 
tion harmoniously. The pea-sized Pineal Gland, linked with the crown cen
ter is found between the brain’s two cerebral hemispheres and the cere- 
bellum. Once Pineal, Pituitary and Carotoid (throat) glands establish a 
transmuted resonance, tremendous, often blinding light is seen by the aspi- 
rant, Student, disciple or initiate.

THE VISAGE OF GENTLENESS AND 
CHRIST LOVE,..Emanates with profu- 
sion from this painting of the master Jesus, 
registered with great feeling and sensitivity 
by the artist. Note the extended areas of 
white showing at the sides and below the 
iris in both eyes. In contrast to mystics San- 
paku is commonly seen among show Busi
ness people and political leaders, but may 
appear in their eyes as an expression of 
negative mental or emotional activity from 
within the subject thus observed.

A SAGE OF THE PAST...Presents glowing 
physical, mental, and spiritual, facial charac- 
teristics so frequently found in meditators and 
intuitive aware non-thinkers. ‘Sanpaku’ collo- 
quially referred to as ‘bedroom eyes’ with 
white showing beneath the iris is in evidence. 
It can well demonstrate the integrated wisdom 
and qualities of a mystic, or at the other ex
treme end of development, the eyes of a mad- 
man.

Wedget-eye Pectoral, eye of Egyptian God Horus

INDIA’S LEVITATING YOGI, 
NAGENDRA NATH BHADURI... 
Attained high levels of consciousness, 
‘Sanpaku’ is frequently noted in the 
eyes of mystics. But this characteristic 
seen in emotionally unstable suhjects 
strongly suggests they are out of touch 
with reality, themselves, their body, 
and nature. Sanpaku is an indication 
of mental imbalance, accident prone- 
ness, low vitality, and a variety of 
other physical shortcomings accord
ing to Japanese writer, researcher, 
Sakurazawa Nvoiti.

ST. THERESA, SO FULLY IMBUED 
WITH LOVE CONSCIOUSNESS.. .shows 
this highly admirable trait through the eyes. 
The eyes are the only visible appendages of 
the human brain. However, a certain light 
issues from the skin’s pores in saints and mys
tics, often seen in the head area as a halo. 
the body of St. John of the Cross reputedly 
lighted the inner-rooms of a prison for an 
entire night.



GIZA AND THE GOLDEN NUMBER

Here is an entirely new scheme or “portrait” of the 
Giza Complex of pyramids I first publicly presented at 
Mike Kelley's Pyramidology ’77’ Conference held in St. 
Louis, Feb. 19th and 20th. Mr. Kelly is president of 
Great Pyramid Cheops Research & Development Co., 
Webster Groves, MO.

I had always been fascinated by the Golden Num
ber (phi)0 but hadn’t tied it in with the pyramids until 
now. I previously held the view that the complex was 
intended to represent Sw iss mathematician, Leonhard 
Euler’s famous Epsilon Equation. Khufu’s (Cheops) 
pyramid P-l symbolizing the number TT , Khafre’s 
(Chepren) pyramid P-2 symbolizing the number £ , and 
Menkhure’s (Mycerinus) pyramid P-3 symbolizing the 
number 1 (one). The Sphinx in turn portrays the square 
root of minus one (i). Thus, in an oblique männer, the 
complex spells out the Epsilon Equation:

£ i TT + 1 = 0
In this particular “decoding” of the complex I had 

not encountered the Golden Number nor had I dis
covered the Gamma Number (j1). However, the Epsilon 
Equation uses five of the most important numbers in all 
of mathematics. These five, plus the Golden Number 
and the Gamma Number, form the Seven Royal Num
bers of Mathematics. They are: 1. = 3.1415926 (Ra-
dian Number), 2. £ = 2.7182818 (Natural Number), 
3.0 = 1.6180339 (Golden Number), 4. p = 0.5772156 
(Gamma Number), 5. i =T-1 (Imaginary Number), 6. 
1 = Unity, 7.0= Zero, nothingness.

Leonhard Euler discovered the Epsilon Equation, 
the Gamma Function and Gamma Number.

Now, however, l’m firmly convinced the complex 
is much larger than I first imagined, extending a total 
distance of over 3500 meters in a North to South direc- 
tion, and over 2100 meters in it’s East to West extension. 
See the accompanying diagram.

Pyramids P-l, P-2, and P-3 will determine a large 
circle having the center at Z and radius FZ or AZ equal 
to 2173.5 meters (first approximation). A quarter of this 
circle, ZACF, will form the central Fibonacci square 
number 55. From square 55 all of the test of the “whirl- 
ing squares” can be added. These two-dimensional geo
metric shapes represent Fibonacci numbers 89 down 
through number 1, and will determine the “Golden 
Spiral’’ AFJKLPQRHT. The last square in the spiral 
proves to be the most intriguing of all since it wouid be 
an ideal Secret Chamber l It is labeled square No. 1 and 
measures 50 meters on a side. Also the 25 x 50 meter rec- 
tangle beneath square No. 1 is very interesting.

The Sphinx placed at point I, is the center of the 
beautiful “Sphinx Golden Cross,” so-called because the 
ratio of its arms to its body equals the Golden Number. 
The arms of the cross are exactly tangent to P-2 and the 
Sphinx’ right paw. This positioning of the arms causes 
the body segment NI of the cross to have a specific value 
which I have not determined yet but it may relate to’/K, 
another number revered by the ancient Egyptians. The 
arms are labeled WE.

The length of the spiral from A to T appears to be 
nearly equal to 8,900 meters but more precise measure- 
ments are needed in order to pin-point distances and 
angles. The distance IH, from the Sphinx to square No. 
1 appears to be exactly one mile (1609 meters). The body 
of the cross NS bisects radius FZ (and WE) and passes 
exactly through the Heart Chakra of the Sphinx, hence 
the name "Sphinx Heart Line.”

Many other interesting relationships remain to be 
found at this writing, with some field work needed at 
this time, but more precise measurements of “The Giza 
Portrait,” will be helpful.Rocky McCollum, P o A Pub 
Co, P.O. Box 163, Dearborn Hts. Mich. 48127 
Copyright © 1977 by Rocky McCollum

Walter Mokshetski

Rocky McCollum
MAN’S PROOF OF CLASSICAL FLAT SPACE.. .illu- 
sions in the next column over show: the trilateral shaped 
shadow is constantly acting, sustaining and transform- 
ing its position, shape and size, yet all triangles add up to 
180° DYNAMIC. Walter N. Mokshetski

THE GREAT PYRAMID OF GIZEH: 
ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH GLAS - 
SICAL “flat” SPACE:
Actual Proof of the Famous Euclidean 
Parallel Postulate. {continued )

THE PRESERVING QUALITIES 4
OF PYRAMIDS AND IONS
The pyramid shape causing organic preservation in 

organic substances has brought about extensive specula- 
tion in recent years.

In Russia, Anatoli But, a staff member of the Mos
cow Electronic and lonic Technique Board has dis
covered that expensive storage depots with sophisticated 
cooling, ventilating and refrigeration Systems are no 
longer needed to preserve vegetables and fruit.

It has long been observed that the pyramid shape 
emits both positive and negative ions, and that the form 
is surrounded by a natural ion plasma. In Soviet experi
ments carried out on a state farm near Moscow, a di
rected stream of both positive and negatively charged 
particles ionized the air blown over vegetables. The 
legumes automatically select the balance of positive oj 
negative ions they need. Results of the tests reported in 
the Soviet newspaper ‘Sovietskaya’ and the English lan- 
guage magazine ‘Sputnik,’ December 1976, describes 
vegetables tested at room temperature. All examined 
later proved to be abundantly fresh six months after 
harvest.

Anatoli But, believes fruit and vegetables are 
natural bio-energetic storage batteries, even after re- 
moval from their supporting life (root) Systems. Thus 
organic matter is neutralized, bearing a close resem- 
blance to perishables preserved inside pyramid replicas.

A one hour, color television documentary has just 
been produced by Life Understanding Foundation with 
Bill Cox, Pyramid Guide Editor, as Narrator. The Rev. 
Robert Short, of Yucca Valley, Calif. and producer of 
the Solar-Space Letter, was guest on the show.

Rev. Short presented some exciting UFO slides and 
running commentary on the phenomenon of Extrater- 
restrial visitations from space. During the interview he 
went into altered levels of awareness, and on live broad- 
cast, allowed the spaceman ‘Korton’ who hails from the 
planet Jupiter to speak through his voice box. The 
channeling lasted some twenty minutes where ‘Korton’ 
answered several questions posed by Bill about UFOs 
and space beings: Who are they? Do they resemble earth 
people and walk among us? How many are there? Why 
don’t they reveal themselves to us, face to face? What 
are they doing here? Wouid they be willing to provide 
Santa Barbara residents with a timed sighting? Are 
space people colonizing Earth? If so is there any Con
nection with Hairy Giants, Bigfoot, Sasquatch, Yetti, 
Android, Humanoid and other such encounters re
ported the world over? Are all space visitors friendly, 
and is the Armageddon and/or Golden Age now upon 
us? Finally Cox and Short summarize the current Status 
of UFO investigation, a curious circumstance, with 
most educated people open to the idea while government 
and military people explain them away as terrestrial 
phenomena, hoaxes, or simply non-existent.

Contactees abound in all lands, some unknown to 
one another channel the same entity: Soltec (Sultec) of 
the Solar Presidium, for example. For more informa
tion on the availability of this video tape ‘UFO Con- 
tactee’ on the show: 'Up the Awareness Scale,’ and for a 
showing via your local cable TV, inquire care of the 
Pyramid Guide.

Andrew Howe, (see ad on page 7) is a “Contactee” 
who instructs teachers in the method of communicating 
with the higher seif, giving information on the struc
ture and inner-centers of man. He has developed charts 
of 58 previously unpublished centers in Chakras. 
“These enable one to enter into self-communication; 
not the usual Spiritualist (solar-plexus) center contact 
used by mediums,” he adds. Rev. Short goes into an 
auto-hypnotic state while getting into a receptive level. 
Howell says he works well in a center located two to 
three inches from the top of his head. He says his course 
is like a roadmap, “showing the location of the centers 
of conscious will, high will and true seif, completely 
true centers in all men.”

A CASSETTE RECORDING*** with information from 
an EXTRATERRESTRIAL TEACHER that explain? in 
detail experiments that you can make to TRANSCEND 
TIME and be free to enter either the past or the future 
and know what is there.
Excerpt from tape: “Time is relative, and one can alter it 
or shift within it. Time is given to man for his use and he 
can master it. It is not to master him forever. Time 
should be understood as a means of measurement and no 
more, it is not a prison. It Controls eertain functions of 
man, but man is free within time, if he knows the keys to 
freedom.”
Send check or money order for $7.50 plus $1.00 postage 
and handling (Calif. residents add 6% sales tax) to: 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL RECORDINGS, Box 38320-P, 
Hollywood, CA 90038



MAX TOTH (R) “Pyramid Power“ author-researcher and Bill Cox, ‘Guide’ Editor, feel- 
ing pretty good about things at the Pyramidology ’77 Conference, a sharing of numerous 
new and useful information organized by St. Louis, Entrepreneur, Michael Kelley.

Dear Sir:
I like the Pyramid Guide very much. No. 27 fascinated me 

because I have known that Nikola Tesla had a number of patents and 
shortly before he died he said he could supply the world with free 
electricity. Did somebody suppress his invention so we would have 
to buy our power? Why did T. Henry Moray let Russian scientists 
destroy his remarkable invention so similar to Tesla's? He must 
have written down his formula or description of his invention.

Free electricity could save the world. It could warm our 
homes; it could grow vegetables and fruit to feed the world3 even 
in the coldest parts of the world and in the middle of Winter. T. 
Henry Moray in 7 years improved his device and gave 120 demonstra- 
tions. He couldn't have just made one! What if it does throw the 
world into confusion. To heck with money-mad people. Let us have 
someone do good for all the World...

...I have a book entitled "The Odic Force” by Karl von Reich
enbach. Some scientists say there is no such thing3 but I believe 
there is and it is called by different names3 such as Odic Force3 
electricity, and my idea is it is known as God. Who can say what 
God looks like? Electricity permeates everything on earth. When 
you die your body electricity leaves3 it's not destroyed. lou can 
walk up to a television set and the electricity in your body will 
affect the picture. People ridicule anything they don't under - 
stand. With free electricity the deserts could bloom and there 
would be enough food to feed the world; but it must be grown with
out Chemicals. There are more Vitamins and life energy grown in 
Nature's way with manure3 leaves3 garbage and compost, without 
Chemicals. The Egyptians knew things we are trying to rediscover. 
Thank you. Daniel R. Dowd3 Holyoke3 MA.

Dear Mr. Cox:
...I hope to see an article on the experiences people have in 
homes built like a pyramid., also experiences people have in püblic 
buildings resembling a pyramid.

There are several places in Florida with pyramid structures. 
One is a ten-story mausoleum3 106 feet tall. It is believed to 
be the only pyramid tomb in the United States.

I understand there is a small village of pyramid homes near 
Orlando3 Florida. A Florida Cocoa honey dealer uses model pyramids 
to ripen fruit and age wine and energize fertilizer. ... Edward Dowd3 
St. Petersburg, Florida.

MULTI-PYRAMID MATRIX EXPLODES LIGHTBULB.. .in St. Louis’ Breckenridge 
Hotel Room. Left overnight atop the lampshade as shown, the pyramid framework appar
ently overcharged the bulb and associated light producing electrical field. A 12“ x 12“ 
brass rod pyramid placed on top of another lamp in the room burned out the bulb, sans 
explosion, suggesting the single pyramid though effective, lacked the clout of the larger 
form matrix.

Dear Pyramid Guide, LETTER TO PYRAMID GUIDE J
Dr. T. Henry Moray’s radiant energy device seems incredible. I couldn’t 

discern from the article in #27 whether his device could be operated by anyone 
other than himself. If not, it seems peculiar that Keely, De Lawarr, Drown, 
and Reich [orgone motor} possibly invented astounding devices that only they, 
or very few people could operate. I’ve thought intuitively for a few years that 
the truly so-called New Age inventions must consciously incorporate human 
consciousness as part of their circuitry, so to speak. I’ve begun to work on a 
theoretical possibility of the linkage between human consciousness and energy 
devices. My theoretical model actually would be an effort to synthesize the 
occult model of the seven principles of man’s consciousness, the "hiden vari
able” concept in quanium mechanical Operation of the brain proposed by 
E.H. Walker with the psychokinetic implications of the bio-feedback para- 
digm. To make this synthesis seem plausible we would have to assume that all 
matter is energy and that energy communicates information as consciousness... 
Love is Supreme, Jerry Weeden, 121-13th Ave. E. Seattle, WN 98102

HIDDEN CHAMBER IFrom Page 1.]
needs to be another and higher apartment, the heavenly Jerusalem, introduced 
as the crown of all in the Apocalypse. “Furthermore,” Seiss continues, “piles of 
ancient rubbish from building the Great Pyramid cover the breast of the hill 
nearby indicating another chamber of grander materials exists higher up in 
the edifice. After a rain, Prof. Charles Piazzi Smyth, a pyramid explorer in the 
last Century, paced among the gutters washing through piles of chips and 
splinters of stone. In front of, and near the top of the heap, and some distance 
from the Great Pyramid portal, he found frequent splinters and fragments of 
green and white diorite. It is a very hard, crypto-crystalline formation, whitish 
speckled with black and greenish black, and is not native to the Giza region. 
“Beyond that,” says Seiss, “the location of these chips at the top of the piles 
and furthest from the Great Pyramid indicates their latter use when the great 
stone mountain was nearing completion..

“I was compelled to gaze up at the Great Pyramid with its vast bulk,” said 
Smyth, “believing there is another chamber still undiscovered there, one which 
will prove to be the very muniment (historical documentary) room of the whole 
monument.”

The Apocalypse (Chap. 7:9-17), according to Jos, A, Seiss D.D, in 1877, 
writing in his book ‘A Miracle in Stone’: “Granite blocks suspended over the 
way through the anteroom to the King’s Chamber expressively denote the great 
tribulation. The way to a room symbolic of heaven seems to lead directly from 
those blocks just where nobody has ever searched for it. These blocks hang in 
grooves and have a boss or knob on the side, as if meant to be slid up for a 
purpose. John’s vision implies their lifting would uncover the way to the room, 
the symbol of glory. A light bore with a rod directed behind those blocks 
would reveal the presence of a passage, if it exists...”

Seiss believes a way will be found from behind those blocks, leading to 
another and superior chamber situated within the lOOth course of masonry. 
He predicted it would be an exact square, 16 cubit pyramids every way, with 
possibly three distinct entrances on each side as symbolically suggested in the 
21st chapter of the Book of Revelation.

There are secret passages as yet undiscovered but known only to initiates 
and high priests. “The Masters say we aren’t yet ready to discover these hidden 
vaults. We don’t even understand the esoteric nature of the Great Pyramid’s 
known chambers and passages today, let alone the still hidden rooms,” Seiss 
added.

We find some agreement in the secret writings that the entrance to the 
unknown cavities lies on the south side and descends to the level of the pyra
mid’s rock base. To the north, they refer to a short tunnel terminating in a 
large Atlantean storeroom presumably housing machines and tools once used 
in constructing the Great Pyramid. Some are believed to be anti-gravity de
vices, including the legendary ‘Vril Stick,’ a vibrational, (power rod) instru
ment. A tunnel exit should proceed northward out of this storeroom, thence 
turning west and ascending southward to the chamber of records, a secret 
repository of ancient wisdom-sciences believed implanted there by the Atlan
tean God Thoth...

A small alcove in the Queen’s Chamber is believed to conceal the entrance 
to a hidden room of initiation. Here the neophyte took his final oath of secrecy 
following acceptance into the priesthood of Pyramid mysteries.

Various predictions among sages declare the Great Pyramid records will 
be found on tablets of metal and clay and papri rolls. Another prophecy warns 
that explorers may be surprised to find the ultimate instrument needed in 
locating hidden chambers called a ‘sounder.’ “It can be expected,” the pro
phecy continues, “to record and broadcast eerie impressions of voices on the 
wind.” Soon, sophisticated infrared type cameras will film invisible images 
now sensed in the pyramids.

The interior of all other Egyptian pyramids have passageways descending 
into the below-ground structure. Only in the Great Pyramid do we find as
cending passages in the above-ground masonry,

According to the ancient Arabic Akbar Ezzeman manuscript, the Great 
Pyramid contains “the Wisdom and acquirements of all the different arts and 
Sciences.. .the Sciences of arithmetic and geometry, that they might remain as 
records for the benefit of those who could afterwards comprehend them.. .the 
positions of the stars and their cycles; together with all the history and chroni- 
cle of time past and of that which is to come.”



UFO-LIKE, LENTICULAR CLOUD Over Mount Shasta, California.. .Weather officials 
say “Where strong winds blow over a high mountain crest, the air flow is thrown into a 
succession of stationary waves to the lee of the crest creating conditions favorable for de
velopment of the lenticular cloud,’’ often mistaken, they believe, for several UFO sight- 
ings over Mount Shasta by occult observers.

THE GRAND TETON: A HOLY PLACE
By Russ Smith

I live on the west side, 30 airline miles distant, from the Grand Teton in 
Wyoming. Jaya Ram’s letter in your #27, Jan-Feb ’77 Guide issue interested 
me, to be sure.

Many young people with advanced ESP abilities in healing, Science and 
the arts are drawn to this area. I, too, have made several trips to Jackson Hole 
and want to live there without really knowing why. The reason may be that 
Jackson Hole and the Teton basin region will be one of various centers for the 
incoming ‘Golden Age,’ expected to unfold shortly after the year 2001. Many 
of these young people, prior to their current embodiment, stood before the 
Lords of Karma vowing to help bring in the Golden Age.

On the etheric plane, since the fall of Atlantis, the Grand Teton has been 
one of the main retreats of the Great White Brotherhood. (Editor Note: Mt. 
Shasta, Shamballa in the Gobi desert, and a site in the Tibet-Nepal region, 
are included in this category.) The ruins of an external retreat and observatory 
still remain atop the Teton, long used before the Atlantean continent sank 
beneath the sea. Only an ascended (ascending) master can open the doors to 
this retreat. Advanced chelas are often taken to this site in their finely attenu- 
ated astral bodies while asleep in the physical. They study under Lord Lanto, 
Chohan of the wisdom second ray, color yellow, and of the crown chakra. 
Also, many records of the earth’s past history have been deposited there.

Sensitive individuals can detect radiation for many miles from this retreat. 
The rays are stronger on the Wyoming side than the Idaho ränge. More un- 
transmuted, negative akashic records dating back to the Atlantean period hold 
fast in the Teton basin.

Having been shown what the Golden Age will be while at the foot of the 
Grand Teton, I can unequivocally state this will be an era of 'simple elegance,’ 
a time of beauty and harmonious living on earth. The Jackson Hole climate 
also will be much warmer than now. (Already the local climate is undergoing 
a radical change in climate with the record drought, less snowpack in the 
upper Snake River watershed than the recorded low 46 years ago. The snow
pack water content is currently 32% of normal. The world weather scene is 
well into a major change and should continue as predicted for these times, 
Editors.)

Information — general. Given to me by my guru, an ascended Lady Mas
ter, who I met while taking out of the body education in an ascended master 
school on the etheric Zone. The impact of this meeting is still as strong as the 
time I met her.

From my preview of the Golden Age at the foot of the Grand Teton in the 
Teton Basin (Idaho): This was no dream or trance vision. I was wide awake 
and in response to my question to my guru — “What will the Golden Age be 
like at the foot of the Grand Teton?” Her answer — “You will be shown.” 
I was.

Since a description of this preview, and my deductions and the inferences 
would require a separate article, I reduced it all down to two words "Simple 
Elegance. ’’
References: "The Dweller on Two Planets” or “The Dividing of the Way” by Phylos the Thibetan. 
"Unveiled Mysteries" by Godfre Ray King (‘I Am’ Movement). The seven chakras, seven rays, seven 
Chohans, seven archangels and divine complements; elohim and divine compliments and retreat 
locations, a chart. “Climb the Highest Mountain” by Mark and Elizabeth Prophet (Summit Light
house). Also plates of the chakras, clean and muddled. "Immediate Studies of the Human Aura” by 
Djwal Kul. Other references are: "Keeper of the Flame" and "Pearls of Wisdom.”

THE HISTORIC SOCIETY OF TOLTECS (TOLTEKS) Greek: meaning adventurous 
builders.. .preserved in 100,000 mounds and monuments, a history of the mathematical 
Sciences and arts, originating in the pythagorian school, at Croton, Italy, 529 B.C. The 
architectural record of their — the first — geographical and geodetic survey of the Ameri
cas occurred between A.D. 48 and 97.
SEE MICHAEL WILFLEY WITH CAHOKIA PYRAMID MOUND, PAGE 7

CAHOKIA INDIAN, PYRAMID MOUND, a novel dowsing experience...The adjacent 
illustrations and supporting photos, indicate the type of earthen structures encountered in 
the outskirts of St. Louis, Missouri.

Following the February Pyramidology ’77 Conference about a dozen searchers into the 
mysteries joined me in a mini-expedition atop the larger in the complex of the Monks 
Mounds. The nearly level area on the truncated pyramid mound offered a good chance to 
Divine (Dowse), with the Aurameter the meeting point of earth and sky energies, plus the 
opportunity to do a little Geomancy in search of ley lines or whatever...

In a short time, several spiral-energy locations and circular and oval sites were noted. 
A pattern of small circular points began to emerge with the Cooperation of my compa- 
nions, who allowed themselves to be stationed at these locales. Thus I continued to Dowse 
forward with the Aurameter, marking the sites where my friends took up a Station with 
each unfolding discovery circle.

Presently, the sixth and last spot on the outer rim completed a hexagon, one that 
could be superimposed over an oval, 99 feet end to end and 63 feet across, with 39 feet 
between the hexagonal Checkpoints. Later, I discovered an oval in the center of the hexa
gon. It presented a 9 foot overall length, approximately 6 feet wide. In the center I found 
a triangle with its point directed to the beginning point of the hexagon. Max Toth, author 
of Pyramid Power, later discovered a north indicating survey marker helping to prove the 
discovery by directional means.

Thelma Dunlap, a remarkably astute Long Beach, Calif. archeological researcher, 
recently showed me the directional sign used by the Drudic, Egyptian and priests of the 
Kabalah, the Toltec Indians and ancient engineers, greatly resembling the Cahokia con- 
figuration. Mrs. Dunlap, Galway Lake Archeological Research Survey leader, has dis
covered similar markings in the Southwest U.S.A. She says these are the Symbols of ancient 
prehistory civilizations who once surveyed the entire planet in the dim, nearly forgotton 
past.

While we didn’t see any evidence of pillars or other monolithic structures at these 
energy points, I believe this geometric form represents an ancient Indian ceremonial site. 
The vibratory emanations issuing from these nodal points could well be traces of rema- 
nance or site memory common to formerly active woodhenge areas or the location of arti
facts and religious type ritualistic activities long gone or removed.

ANCIENT GEMATRIA...a remarkable similarity and connection exists between the 
floorplan of the beautiful King’s College Chapel at Cambridge, England and the Cahokia 
Indian, pyramid mound configuration in St. Louis, Missouri. It now appears the old mys
teries and Sciences have been encoded in such construction, concealing the secret teachings 
“from the eyes of the so-called ‘profane.’” KINGS COLLEGE CHAPEL
diagram courtesy of The Institute of Geomantie Research, Cambridge, Great Britain



THE ORIGINAL CAMERON AURAMETER.. .world’s most sensitive Dowsing Instru
ment...twenty years in its development, and an effective experimental Dowsing device. 
The AURAMETER is lifetime guaranteed against defects, workmanship assured.. .Over
4,500 in use throughout the world today. The AURAMETER is a combination Water

DOWSING HANDBOOKS, MAP DOWSING and OIL LOCATING, Cameron and Cox 
at $2.75 each, a unique, functional Dowsing approach at a distance. AQUAVIDEO, Lo
cating Underground Water, in soft cover, Cameron and Cox at $6.95. One of the most

Compass, Weighing Device and Upright Pendulum. Nickel Plated $49.50, Copper Plated 
$60.00 — Postage Paid.

comprehensive, step-by-step, fully illustrated Dowsing methods ever written. Order above
from Life Understanding Foundation, P.O. Box 30305, Santa Barbara, CA 93105 free 
descriptive brochures.

*PIRÜ
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CHALLENGE THE UNKNOWN — with FACT, not 
FICTION! COMING EARTHQUAKES1 LATEST UFO 
CONTACT CASESI BIGFOOT1 ATLANTIS! — this, 
and MORE in: THE NEW ATLANTEAN JOURNAL: 
$1.00 special: 4280-68 Ave. North, Pinellas Park, Fla. 
33565 SUBSCRIPTION RATES: U.S., Canadian, Mexi- 
can sub’s: $5.00 1 year, $9.00 2 years, $10 3 years. Foreign: 
$6.00 per year. JOAN O'CONNELL, EDITOR

P.O. BOX 956, TOPANGA, CALIF. 90290

finest spiritual and scientific information in thepsychic field.

THE, SUBSCRIPTION FORM

CHIMES
I n c . . .........

One. year (12 issues) $7.50
Canadian and Foreign Subscriptions $9.50

* 
* 
* 
*

CHECK PAYABLE TO
Box 8606. Washmqton. D.C. 20011

MICHAEL WILFLEY, of Columbus, Ohio...Stands be
fore one of several Cahokia Indian pyramid mounds in 
the St. Louis, Mississippi River Valley Region. Michael 
is a master artist, creating ceramic pyramid designs of 
astonishing beautyl (See ad on this page.)

THE ‘WILFLEY’ CERAMIC PYRAMIDS.. .approxi- 
mately 12” x 12” base, are designs in 14-karat gold, 
hand-painted and signed by artists...special limited 
edition. Includes attractive redwood base and fur- 
nished with text on pyramid power. Send $49.95 or 
$19.95 for ceramic glazed pyramid. Order from 
PYRAMID INNERGY, INC., P.O. Box 4755, De
partment 3-A, Columbus, Ohio 43202.

PYRAMIDOLOGY
For o listing of over 25 Pyramid Related 

Docks and more than 30 Pyromid 
Products pleose send 2 stamps to: 

PYRAMIDS
Ö143 - PG Big Bend 
St. Louis, Mo. 63119

STONEHENGE VIEWPOINT, Quarterly, covering megalithic sites, ley lines, astro- 
archaeology, Druids, ancient wisdom, geomancy. 8 issues — $4.00. “Stonehenge View
point” P.O. Box 30887, Santa Barbara, California 93105.

Copper cadeusus-wound, Pyramid Hat. . . open frame style. Also Copper cadeusus- 
wound ANKH, (an electric metal) in combination with CARBON ROD (a magnetic 
material). All available for experimental use only. NEO PYRA TECHNIC PROD
UCTS, a division of Blue Rose Ministry, P.O. Box 622, Joshua Tree, Cal. 92252.

FWW1FWE PLflNTER - FYIWlIb ENEKQIZER
THE PERFECT GIFT - 

FOR YOURSELF OR A FRIEND
UTILIZE THE DYNAMIC ENERGY 
QUALITIES OF THE CHEOPS 
PYRAMID TO:

Pyi'siinids you can live with
Introducinq a new line of pre-energized Pyramid Products 

PYRAMID SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, Developed by Nick Edwards, 
8222 Nestle Ave., Reseda, Calif. 91335. (See Nick on the CBS-TV, April 
20th, Evening Pyramid Program, Nick will be speaking on: Pyramid Ener
gy and Its Applications.

DECORATE YOUR HOME 
IMPROVE YOUR PLANTS 
VITALIZE YOUR LIFE 
INTRODUCE PYRAMID 
ENERGYTO A FRIEND

SEQUOIA REDWOOD PYRAMID:

• 12" BASE-FINISHED
• PRESS FIT DESIGN USES NO 

GLUE, SCREWSOR NAILS

MACRAMAE:
• YOUR CHOICE OF

3 BEAUTIFUL COLORS
• GUARANTEED WASHABLE
• ALIGNS PYRAMID ACCURATELY
• 6” POTS RECOMMENDED.

$99.95

PYRAMID MATRIX SLEEP SYSTEMS
Enjoy the experience of sleeping under the most advanced System ever created. Our matrix 
technology works like a giant lens to focus the energy fields for new highs in sex. meditation. dreams. 
psychic powers and well being.

TURNING STONE ENTERPRISES
DEPT. GL-3,209 S. 4th AVE.. ANN ARBOR, Ml 48104 THE PHARAOH'S FLOWER HANGER tm

PAT. PEND. ©TSE 1977

FOR YOURSELF OR FOR A FRIEND

TURNING STONE ENTERPRISES i
209 S. 4th Avenue, Ann Arbor, Ml 48104
THE PHARAOH'S FLOWER HANGER™
ORDER NOW! ONLY $14.95 ।

COLOR CHOICE: Bronze Gold Q Ecru O Avocado O । 

PLEASE SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER |

Name | 

Address | 

City State Zip ।
Calf. /Mi. Res. add sales tax. Canadian Orders add 75* postage

DEPT. GL-3 TURNING STONE ENTERPRISES 
209 S. 4th Avenue, Ann Arbor, Ml 48104
THE PHARAOH’S FLOWER HANGER™

ORDER NOW! ONLY $14.95

COLOR CHOICE: Bronze Gold O Ecru O Avocado □
PLEASE SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
Name ._____________________________________________

Address_____________________________________________

City---------------------------------- State Zip
Calf./Mi. Res. add sales fax. Canadian Orders add 75* postage

DEPT. GL-3

75 INCH MEDITATION
Now you can enjoy meditation 
even more in a pyramid environment that s por
table. hqht and convement. Use it at home or 
take it wherever you go. it s portable

$39.95

PYRAMID 
and relaxatton

$7.95 |

10 INCH PYRAMID GENERATOR
qenerators to place obiecls on top for fasler 
results Breaks down easiiv and comes m bnght



Mystery of mysteries, neon orb 

At the solar door,

Red planet circling silently o’er 

The worid of man.

Shall we find in you mystic worid, 

War Lord on inner four,

Mountains, rivers, time, minerals, 

Vegetables, and virgin new land?

Like a si lent phantom moon

You move in space; you soar;

Turning, turning, hazy, sluggish red, 

From ice to volcan tan.

Or shall we receive your sign

As muted mud and nothing more?

Whirling worid in the bubbles of

Science Fiction dreams, uncharted sand,

FRONTIER MARS

FRONTIER MARS, Poem by Albert Johnson, dedicated to NASA ‘Mars’ scientists and 
space conscious, free souls everywhere. 'Flying Martian’ photo-illustration composite 
conceived by Bill Cox, with Atlantean scout drawing by artist, Doug Dawson, inspired

by a fresco adorning the Main Gallery, inner-dome of Los Angeles Griffith Planeta
rium and Martian landscape by artist Hugo Ballin. Photo by NASA/JPL.

We hear Computers signal o’er 

Paths of Chaldean lore —

The track is open, tickets bought, 

On to the space house of man.

SPEAKERS AND RESEARCHERS ATTENDING THE FEBRUARY, PYRAMIDOLOGY '77 Photos by Max Toth.

LES BROWN DR. RALPH SIERRA , HOST, MICHAEL KELLEY E. RAYMOND CAPT IAN WOODS

SPELL OF EGYPT... Looking Back in Time.


